Issue 368, 2 March, 2015

Who are you?
Are you an investor or a trader? How you answer this question will determine how you play stocks. A
subscriber asked me why we cover stocks that seem at odds with what Paul Rickard and I might
recommend, and today I tell you why.
Also in today’s Switzer Super Report, Paul provides an update for our growth and income portfolios – it
has been a big month with each adding gains of more than 8%!
Plus, with company show-and-tells wrapping up for another season, James Dunn names the standout
companies, including Domino’s, Ramsay and QBE. Tony Featherstone shares his stock picks from
the energy sector, but warns you’re in for a shock if you expect a quick recovery in the price of oil.
And Ron Bewley explains how he gets optimal international exposure in his SMSF.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Don’t confuse trading with investing and lose
money!
by Peter Switzer
At the end of our Leadership Lunch last Friday that
starred Peter Costello, David Murray, Kristina
Keneally and AMP Capital’s CEO Stephen Dunne,
one of our subscribers, who said he “loved the
event” asked me why we cover certain stocks that
seem at odds to what I and say, Paul Rickard, might
recommend.
I explained to him that we have different sorts of
subscribers. Some are long-term investors, who like
to buy quality stocks, especially at good prices and
hold them for a long time. These are generally nice
dividend-paying stocks as well.

2009 before I could breathe more easily!
In reality, those with a heavy leaning towards trading
should be happy to be out even six months to a year
early provided they have made good money.
It would mean that they could buy back in at the
bottom but I’m not sure if many traders think like that.
Let me make a confession: I am a long-term investor
but if I thought a big crash was coming, I’d liquidate
my holdings. If I missed it, I’d buy a lot more at the
bottom and would be drifting to a bigger cash holding,
after I felt I’d done well out of this bull market.

On the other hand, some full-time retirees love to
invest as traders. Some might have taken my tip on
Flight Centre last Monday and then sold it on
Tuesday, when it reported and spiked 15%! Some
investors love to accumulate small wins and try their
best to minimise their losses. This is a hard job and
not for the feint-hearted and shallow pocketed!

Hopefully, the next crash will follow a period of rising
interest rates, which means we’ll have the option to
get less greedy and be able to put a decent chunk of
our portfolio into term deposits. However, again
hopefully, this is a conversation we’ll have in a few
years’ time.

We have subscribers who play say 90% of their
portfolio like Paul Rickard — 20 or so stocks, with
exposure to a range of sectors and a heavy emphasis
to dividends — while 10% of their shares in super
could be for tradable stocks.

Right now, there are some interesting doomsday
analyses out there, which I’ll look at on Saturday, but
as long as interest rates are low and central banks
are colluding to chase economic growth, I’m
comfortable in stocks.

My worry is that some subscribers and generally DIY
super trustees are not sure who they are — an
investor or a trader — and, as a consequence, could
get caught out when the stock market turns.

I have shared this guy’s investment strategy with you
before but it’s worth repeating.

I have no illusions that these sorts of market players
want the likes of me to warn them when the market
looks scary, and I’ll endeavour to that, but history
has shown that timing the market and getting big
turning points right is not an easy ask.
Sure, I got the market upturn right but I started getting
positive in December 2008 and it took to 9 March

He was anti-property and pro-dividend-paying stocks,
so when he retired, he had $5 million in stocks
yielding 10%!
He bought quarterly, as his super contributions came
in and bought at the top of the market and at the
bottom.
I asked him how he did during the GFC. He said his
capital fell from $5 million to $4 million, which would
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make many people sick, but his dividends in 2009 fell
from $500,000 to only $480,000 and in 2010 they
went back to $520,000!
And to rub more positive salt into the wound, in 2009,
he and his wife spent nine months rather than their
usual six in France on a higher Aussie dollar! He
probably ended up in front.
Now that’s a retirement plan linked to a consistent,
long-term investor strategy.
If you must trade, make sure you do it in concert with
a great investment strategy, such as my friend’s.
One final example to emphasise how long-term
investing can be rewarding. Imagine you took Charlie
Aitken’s tip on Qantas before it fell below $1! You
might have hated Charlie and Qantas and sold out at
a small or big capital loss.
Others might have hated Charlie and Qantas but
stuck solid. With the share price now at $2.89, you
might love Charlie and Qantas.
If that were me, I’d be thinking about taking my
money and running because the airline is a trading
stock in my book but for some periods in the cycle,
I’ll support these kinds of companies.
However, at the core of my retirement portfolio are
great dividend payers and I especially like to greedily
buy them when everyone is scared and is selling
them. But hell, that’s me. What you need to do is
know who you are and then invest or trade
accordingly.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Portfolios surge in February
by Paul Rickard
The takeover of Toll Holdings by Japan Post and a
buoyant share market saw our portfolios surge in
February, with each adding gains in excess of 8%.
While early days, both portfolios are outperforming
the benchmark index.

that favour the sectors that we judge to have the best
medium-term growth prospects. Critically, it also
confines the stock universe to the ASX 100 (there are
many great growth companies outside the top 100).
Performance

The purpose of the income and growth-oriented
portfolios is to demonstrate an approach to portfolio
construction. As the rule sets applied are of critical
importance, we have provided a quick recap on
these.
Portfolio Recap

The income portfolio to 27 February is up by 12.37%
and the growth-oriented portfolio is up by 12.95%
(see tables at the end). Compared to the benchmark
S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index (which adds back
income from dividends), the income portfolio has
outperformed the index by 1.98% and the
growth-oriented portfolio has outperformed by 2.56%.

In January, we made some adjustments to our
Australian share ‘Income Portfolio’ and
‘Growth-Oriented Portfolio’ (see here and here).
To construct the income portfolio, the processes we
applied included:
using a ‘top down approach’ and introducing
biases that favour lower PE, higher yielding
industry sectors;
to minimise the market tracking risk, adopting
a rule that says that our sector biases in the
major sectors (financials and materials) will
not be more than 33% away from index;
identifying 15 to 20 stocks (less than 10 is
insufficient diversification, over 25 it is too
hard to monitor), with a stock universe
confined to the ASX 100;
within a sector, weighting the stocks broadly
to their respective index weights, although
there are some biases; and
looked for companies that pay franked
dividends and have a consistent earnings
record.
The growth-oriented portfolio takes a different
approach to the sectors in that it introduces biases

Materials and energy rebound
The thirst for yield took a little bit of a breather in
February, with the resource-based sectors (Materials
and Energy) leading the market higher. While all
sectors finished in the black, on the back of some
impressive earnings results from (in particular) Rio
and BHP, the Materials sector put on 11.9% during
the month. Oil prices stabilised, which helped the
Energy sector add 9.2%.
With reporting season in full swing in February, the
Consumer Discretionary sector added 7.7% to be up
14.4% this year, the best performing sector. A very
close second is the Utilities sector. All sectors are
showing gains on a year-to-date basis.
Woolworth’s disappointing half-year result, which
was announced last Friday, hit the Consumer Staples
sector. It was the second worst performing sector
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during the month, and has only returned 4.6% so far
this year, compared to the S&P/ASX 200 return of
10.4%.

almost 2% to the income portfolio’s return. AGL,
AMP, Boral and JB Hi-Fi performed impressively as
their half-year results were received favourably by the
market, and compensated for the performance of
Woolworths. Interestingly, all stocks except Woodside
have made a positive contribution this year.
Our income-biased portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 27
February 2015) is as follows:

Income Portfolio
The income portfolio is overweight consumer staples,
utilities and telecommunications; underweight
materials and energy, and broadly index-weight the
other sectors. Reflecting an expectation that the
banks will, over time, have to raise more capital, we
have neutralized our exposure to financials. Further,
following a stellar performance in 2014, our exposure
to property trusts (the A-REIT sector) is also neutral.

Click here to view excel version
Growth Portfolio

With these sector allocations, we would expect this
portfolio to moderately underperform relative to the
benchmark price index in a strong bull market, and
moderately outperform in a bear market.
The income portfolio is forecast to generate a yield
of 5.14% in 2015, franked to 88.7%.
In February, sector exposures worked against the
portfolio’s return relative to the market. Sectors
where the portfolio is underweight (materials and
energy) performed strongest, whereas sectors where
the income portfolio is overweight (consumer staples
and telecommunications) were the weakest
performers. Offsetting this was stock selection.
The takeover of Toll Holdings by Japan Post added

With our growth-oriented portfolio, we have based our
sector exposure on what we expect to be the
predominant investment themes in 2015, which are:
Continued low interest rates (the yield sectors
will continue to perform);
Lower AUD – moving down towards 0.75 US
cents;
Positive lead from the US markets;
No pick up in commodity prices;
Growth running slightly below trend in
Australia; and
Low oil prices will lead to a rise in consumer
spending in Australia.
This leads to a portfolio with only small biases. We
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are marginally overweight the sectors that will benefit
from increased consumer consumption, a lower
Australian dollar or lower oil prices – mainly the so
called “cyclicals” (consumer discretionary and
industrials); marginally underweight or index-weight
the yield sectors (financials, utilities,
telecommunications and consumer staples); and
underweight the commodity exposed sectors
(materials and energy).
Despite healthcare being the second best performing
sector last year, we have maintained an overweight
position, as the demographic factors are so strong.
With stock selection, we have biased the portfolio to
companies who should benefit from a falling
Australian dollar – either because they earn a major
share of their revenue offshore, and/or report their
earnings in US dollars, such as CSL, Resmed,
Brambles and Computershare. In the Financials, we
have pared back our exposure to the major banks,
biased NAB, and included for growth Macquarie and
Challenger. We have also added online employment
and education group Seek, and stuck with two of the
laggards in 2014 from the Consumer Discretionary
sector in Crown and JB Hi-Fi.
In February, apart from Toll Holdings, which added
almost 2% to the portfolio’s performance, the other
standouts were Macquarie and Crown Holdings. BHP
added 15% as its share price rose from $29.26 to
close the month at $33.65.

Click here to view excel version
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Our growth-oriented portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 27
February 2015) is as follows:
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
The final week of the February reporting season did
nothing to stop the ongoing avalanche in stockbroker
downgrades for locally listed stocks. For the week
ending Friday, 27th February 2015, FNArena
registered yet another 46 rating downgrades, only
partially offset by 16 upgrades. One major change
from past reporting seasons is that QBE Insurance is
now on the positive side in terms of rating upgrades,
adjustments to price targets and changes to profit
forecasts. Other positive standouts include Orora,
APA and Adelaide Brighton. The negative side for
price targets is completely dominated by mining
services providers, followed by resources stocks. A
similar picture shows up for re-assessments of profit
and loss forecasts, with disappointing Village
Roadshow the sole non-resources/non-contractor to
show up in the top 10 of negative revisions.
Upgrades
Adelaide Brighton (ABC) upgraded to Buy from
Neutral by UBS. 2014 results were better than UBS
expected. The broker suspects momentum has
carried on into 2015, with good volume growth in the
eastern states. The broker is encouraged by the
consensus on pricing. Higher volumes suggest
concerns about market share and customer wins can
ease somewhat. UBS upgrades to Buy from Neutral
and raises the target to $4.63 from $3.70.
APA (APA) upgraded to Buy from Neutral by Citi.
A day after updating for the result, Citi has decided to
upgrade APA to Buy. The broker values APA on an
operating cash flow yield premium to long term
interest rates and has lowered its rate forecasts.

Blackmores (BKL) upgraded to Hold from Reduce
by Morgans. First half results were significantly
improved and better than expected. Morgans
acknowledges it has been poor in calling the stock in
the last six months, upgrading forecasts by 7.7% and
7.3% for FY15 and FY16 respectively. The broker
upgrades to Hold from Reduce and raises the target
to $38.99 from $33.09.
Breville Group (BRG) upgraded to Add from Hold
by Morgans. First half results were in line with the
broker, albeit weak. Morgans considers the valuation
has become more appealing, with the stock set to
resume growth in FY16, on a more diversified and
higher quality footing, particularly in the US. Hence,
the rating is upgraded to Add from Hold and the
target to $7.53 from $7.20.
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Charter Hall (CHC) upgraded to Outperform from
Neutral by Credit Suisse. First half earnings were in
line with the broker. Credit Suisse observes Charter
Hall has the greatest leverage to the recent bond rally
of the A-REITs, given the valuation impact on
co-investments plus net fund flows. The broker
believes a larger premium is warranted, given
valuation support versus bonds. Rating is upgraded
to Outperform from Neutral and the target lifted to
$5.46 from $4.65. See also CHC downgrade.
Japara Healthcare (JHC) upgraded to Outperform
from Neutral by Macquarie. Japara’s result beat
the broker and full year guidance was reaffirmed.
Occupancy and accommodation payments drove the
solid operating performance. The broker also sees a
positive in the decision to accelerate phase one of the
brownfield development pipeline. The broker believes
Japara can hit guidance, which would be a “beat”
given the dementia supplement was scrapped after
guidance was set. Earnings risk has now diminished
and momentum has returned, hence the broker
upgrades to Outperform.
M2 Telecommunications (MTU) upgraded to
Outperform from Neutral by Macquarie. M2?s
result was broadly in line with expectations, with fixed
voice, broadband and energy the main drivers.
Following a period of market consolidation, the broker
has become more confident in M2?s capacity to
achieve organic growth. This puts M2 in a solid
position as the NBN reduces barriers to entry, the
broker suggests. The company has a proven sales
and marketing track record and sufficient scale to
generate efficiencies. Upgrade to Outperform.

analysts note the company is considering North
America bolt-on acquisitions. Cash flow underlined
one of the key attractions in the business, in Citi’s
view. On further review of the results, the broker
considers the company is in a strong position to
pursue value-enhancing initiatives. Citi upgrades to
Buy from Neutral. Target is raised to $2.44 from
$1.90.
QBE Insurance (QBE) upgraded to Overweight
from Equal-weight by Morgan Stanley. Morgan
Stanley is making the Big Call: for the first time in
years focus at QBE can now genuinely shift towards
driving returns for shareholders and towards lifting
dividends. Sure, the market is still downgrading 2016
estimates, but looking beyond this, the analysts have
sufficient confidence to raise their rating to
Overweight from Equal-Weight. Price target lifts to
$14.50 from $11.70. To add even more juice to its
conviction, Morgan Stanley hereby adds QBE to its
Asia Best Ideas, essentially selected buys with a
conviction across the Asian region.
WorleyParsons (WOR) upgraded to Add from
Hold by Morgans. Underlying first half profit was
below Morgans’ expectations. However, the broker
continues to believe there is nothing structurally
wrong with the business except the current sharp
downturn in the market. The broker believes the
cyclical downturn has not yet ended and the stock is
unlikely to re-rate until it improves. The stock is
upgraded to Add from Hold, and the price target
drops to $13.33 from $18.35. See also WOR
downgrade.
Downgrades

Orora (ORA) upgraded to Outperform from
Underperform by Credit Suisse and to Buy from
Neutral by Citi. Leading into the result, CS had an
Underperform rating and price target of $1.75. Post
the result, enough confidence has been injected to
upgrade to Outperform and the switch to a different
method for calculating valuation: out goes
sum-of-the-parts valuation, in comes DCF with a
lowered WACC. The new price target is $2.50. The

Alumina (AWC) downgraded to Equal-weight from
Overweight by Morgan Stanley. Alumina’s FY14
results were in line with the broker’s estimates, but
the resumption of dividend payments was a surprise.
FY15 production guidance was below expectations,
but so too was capex guidance. The broker has
lowered its FY15 earnings forecast slightly to reflect
the lower production figures. Morgan Stanley
downgrades the stock to Equal-Weight from
Overweight and lowers the price target to $1.85 from
$1.90. The In-Line industry view is maintained.
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Amcom Telecom (AMM) downgraded to Hold from
Add by Morgans. First half results disappointed the
broker, with weakness from resources clients
affecting IT services as they deferred discretionary
spending. Given the company is under bid by Vocus
Communications (VOC), it deemed it inappropriate to
provide guidance. Amcom paid an interim dividend of
5c as the board decided to return part of the revenue
received from the capital raising, given that it is now
unlikely to be spent. A Neutral rating is retained.
Target lifts to $2.72 from $2.45.
BC Iron (BCI) downgraded to Underweight from
Equal-weight by Morgan Stanley. BC Iron
overcame operational issues, improved production
and cut costs in the period, but also burnt cash at the
current iron ore price, the broker notes. BC Iron does
boast 62cps worth of cash backing but this will
deteriorate if the iron ore price does not recover
above US$70/t. Target drops to 41c from 47c and
rating downgraded to Underweight.
Charter Hall (CHC) downgraded to Neutral from
Overweight by JP Morgan. First half results were
higher than expected, mainly from higher transaction
revenue. JP Morgan notes FY15 guidance is
unchanged but contains positive news on a number
of fronts. The broker believes the company is well
placed to exceed its forecast of 7-9% growth in FY15
and upgrades estimates. The strong share price
performance has meant the stock is now trading
above valuation and the broker downgrades to
Neutral from Overweight. Target is raised to $4.77
from $4.47. See also CHC upgrade.
DUET (DUE) downgraded to Neutral from
Outperform by Macquarie. Duet’s result missed the
broker on a softer performance from Multinet, largely
due to one-offs, and a poor working capital
performance. It was always going to be a tough
period, the broker notes, as Dampier-Bunbury
rebases to a lower earnings trajectory post
re-contracting. Creating more growth is a challenge
for Duet and while the stock is supported by interest
from Spark Infrastructure (SKI), valuation has
become stretched as far as the broker is concerned.
Target unchanged at $2.50 but rating downgraded to
Neutral.
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Fantastic Holdings (FAN) downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform by Credit Suisse. Fantastic
delivered an absolute cracker of an interim result,
probably best described as firing on all cylinders.
Certainly, analysts at Credit Suisse can find no fault.
Moreover, they believe this company is set for more
of the same to come. The analysts have substantially
increased forecasts. They also point out the China
manufacturing facility offers additional, considerable
upside, with capacity to produce for three retailers the
size of Fantastic. Price target improves to $2.35 from
$2.00 but since the share price is already in the
vicinity, the rating has been pulled down to Neutral
from Outperform. The company also decided to pay a
special dividend of 4c.
Healthscope (HSO) downgraded to Neutral from
Buy by UBS. First half results were in line with
expectations and demonstrated steady progress on
the strategy set out in the prospectus, in the broker’s
view. Margin momentum was ahead of UBS forecasts
and modest upgrades are made to earnings
expectations. That said, given the share price has
already captured much of this uplift the broker
downgrades to Neutral from Buy.
Henderson (HGG) downgraded to Neutral from
Buy by UBS and to Underperform from
Outperform by Credit Suisse. The FY14 report was
a little better than expected but things are lining up for
further growth ahead, in UBS’ opinion. But all that is
now in forecasts and the analysts see reduced
potential to positively surprise on earnings leverage
given persistent high cost growth. Thus, while the
price target increases further to 275p (prev. 230p),
the rating has been downgraded to Neutral from Buy.
While 2014 financial performance proved better than
expected, CS analysts state the outlook is not so
rosy. In light of the share price performance, they
have decided to double downgrade to Underperform
from Outperform. The analysts suggest a change in
management fee margin plus a higher cost
environment will translate in no growth for profits this
year.
iiNet (IIN) downgraded to Underweight from
Overweight by Morgan Stanley. The company is
being outflanked by competitors in Morgan Stanley’s
view, which may translate to metro market share
losses. The broker believes the company is at the
start of a cycle of earnings misses that will result in

negative revisions and further de-rating. While being
positive about subscriber growth driven by NBN in
regional areas, Morgan Stanley observes competition
in the metro broadband is increasing with Foxtel’s
entry. Rating is downgraded to Underweight from
Overweight. Industry View is In-Line. Target is
lowered to $6.00 from $8.70.
IOOF Holdings (IFL) downgraded to Neutral from
Buy by Citi. Post the interim report, Citi has pulled
back the rating to Neutral from Buy while lifting
estimates for the years ahead. In the analysts’ view,
strong growth and growing dividends are pretty much
a given for the two years ahead. It is this prospect
that makes the analysts think the stock may well
become too popular for its own good, given the chase
for yield. Target lifts to $10.60 from $9.90.
Lend Lease (LLC) downgraded to Hold from Buy
by Deutsche Bank. First half results were above the
broker’s forecast. The strong performance was
driven mainly by residual Bluewater profits and the
sale of most of the company’s stake in its UK
Infrastructure fund. The Australian development
business also outperformed Deutsche Bank’s
expectations. The stock has been downgraded to
Hold from Buy and the price target rises to $15.00
from $14.50.
Macmahon Holdings (MAH) downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie.
Macmahon has lost its Fortescue Metals (FMG)
contract, the company’s largest, which was expected
to provide a substantial share of FY15 revenue. The
broker estimates the company will need to cut its
overheads by 50% to remain profitable. The CEO and
deputy were mysteriously shown the door last month
and the loss of the contract will trigger a debt
syndicate review. Target falls to 4c from 8c and rating
downgraded to Underperform.
Macquarie Atlas (MQA) downgraded to Hold from
Add by Morgans. 2014 results were in line and
Morgans makes no changes to earnings forecasts.
The broker remains positive on the outlook for traffic
growth from key assets and ongoing savings from
refinancing at APRR. The dispute with the French
government is expected to cap the upside in the near
term and the broker downgrades to Hold from Add.
Target is reduced to $3.38 from $3.44.
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OceanaGold (OGC) downgraded to Neutral from
Outperform by Credit Suisse and to Neutral from
Buy by UBS. Credit Suisse analysts saw their
projections being bettered by the company’s interim
achievements. A promise to pay at least 2c to
shareholders each year now backed by solid cash
flows provided the proverbial icing. The downgrade,
explain the analysts, has nothing to do with
expectations or the outlook. It’s purely related to the
share price vis-a-vis valuation. Downgrade to Neutral
from Outperform. Target price $2.80 from $2.55.
Estimates have been lifted. 2014 results were ahead
of UBS, with a full year profit derived from by
lower-than-expected costs. The company has
declared a maiden 4c dividend, which surprised the
broker. UBS downgrades to Neutral from Buy as the
valuation looks full following the recent share price
strength, but OceanaGold remains one of its
favourites in the gold sector, supported by low-cost
production from Didipio. The addition of a dividend
means the stock will appeal to a broader range of
investors.
Pact Group (PGH) downgraded to Hold from Buy
by Deutsche Bank, to Neutral from Outperform by
Macquarie, to Hold from Add by Morgans and to
Neutral from Buy by UBS. First half results were
below Deutsche Bank’s expectations, affected by
Sulo acquisition costs, higher raw material costs and
the NZ drought. Full year guidance for higher revenue
and underlying earnings is reiterated but subject to
domestic and global economic conditions. Deutsche
Bank is downgrading to Hold from Buy and reducing
earnings forecasts by 5%. Pact’s profit fell short of
Macquarie but was a big gain on last year. Pact is
highly cash flow generative and there is potential for
acquisitions but the stock has had a pretty good run
and the broker now pulls back to Neutral. Target rises
to $4.70 from $4.30. First half results were lower than
Morgans expected, impacted by higher depreciation
costs and tax. Morgans has downgraded its FY15
and FY16 forecasts by 3.2% and 4% respectively.
Following the disappointing result, the broker believes
it could be some time before confidence in the
company returns. The stock is downgraded to Hold
from Add. Lower margins and higher interest costs
caused a H1 “miss” of some 10% against UBS
expectations. And the analysts know exactly what lies
behind the disappointment: a lag in pass-through for
a decline in raw material input costs. As such, they

anticipate further drag until the June quarter.
Management has announced an Efficiency Review
Program, but UBS analysts suggest the main culprit
remains a flattish outlook for volumes in the
Australian market. Downgrade to Neutral.
Perpetual (PPT) downgraded to Neutral from Buy
by Citi and to Neutral from Outperform by Credit
Suisse. Citi has lifted FY15 earnings forecasts by
1%, FY16 by 3% and FY17 by 2%. Although
Perpetual offers strong EPS growth, the broker does
not see sufficient upside for it to keep a more positive
call on the stock and downgrades to Neutral from
Buy. Higher than expected performance fees plus
earlier than expected realisation of Trust Co
synergies helped Perpetual’s interim to beat
expectations at Credit Suisse. Price target jumps to
$57.00 from $51.50 but rating downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform on strong share price appreciation.
Underlying profit forecasts have been lifted by 4% in
FY15, 2% in FY16 and 1% in FY17. The analysts
laud the strong growth profile, assisted by markets in
addition to synergies, cost out and operational
leverage. Perpetual is preferred in the sector because
of its higher growth profile.
Platinum Asset (PTM) downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse.
Credit Suisse has a problem with the share price,
leading to the conclusion that peers offer double-digit
earnings growth at lower multiples plus they are
reporting stronger fund performances. Downgrade to
Underperform from Neutral, while the price target
rises to $7.90 from $7.35. As far as the reported
financial numbers are concerned, CS analysts
highlight lower-than-expected performance fees and
other income meant it was a “miss”, despite
underlying results being in-line. Both dividend and
special dividend were a positive surprise. CS does
not anticipate any more special dividends, but
believes the payout ratio for ordinary dividends will
remain high (around 100%).
Retail Food (RFG) downgraded to Hold from Add
by Morgans. Retail Food’s first half result were
ahead of Morgans’ expectations, driven by a one-off
licence fee for the operation of the Gloria Jeans
franchise in China. The company has upgraded its
FY15 guidance by 10% after including the Di Bella
acquisition and China fee. The broker has
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downgraded the stock to Hold from Add and the price
target is raised to $7.86 from $6.41.
Sandfire Resources (SFR) downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform by Credit Suisse. The interim
report disappointed and Credit Suisse analysts have
responded by pulling back their rating to Neutral from
Outperform. Net Present Value (NPV) falls and
pushes the price target down to $4.55 from $4.75.
The analysts point out debt should be no more by
year-end, dividends will decline this year before
picking up again in FY16. Mine development
spending is at its peak and should decline from now
onwards.
Spark Infrastructure (SKI) downgraded to Neutral
from Buy by UBS. 2014 results were marginally
ahead of the broker. The 12c distribution guidance for
FY15 is in line. Risks around tax have eased but the
broker believes the stock is now reflecting this and
trading broadly in line with valuation and target.
Rating is reduced to Neutral from Buy and the target
is raised to $2.28 from $2.05.
Specialty Fashion (SFH) downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse.
Ex-Rivers, the group is actually performing relatively
well. The interim report had been pre-released, but it
has now dawned on CS analysts that the turnaround
of Rivers is going to take another 12-18 months. This
probably implies greater losses first, and ongoing
drag on cash flow, say the analysts. They are pleased
with the successful rejuvenation of the Millers brand.
Downgrade to Underperform from Neutral. Target
loses 10c to $0.70. Estimates cut on larger projected
losses for Rivers.
Spotless (SPO) downgraded to Hold from Buy by
Deutsche Bank. First half results were weaker than
expected. Deutsche Bank expects the company to
benefit from new outsourcing opportunities but has
reduced revenue estimates to account for the delay in
outsourcing decisions. The broker continues to like
the company’s strong market position and defensive
revenues but downgrades to Hold from Buy, given it
is trading in line with the revised target. Target is
reduced to $2.06 from $2.15.
STW Communications (SGN) downgraded to
Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse, to Hold

from Buy by Deutsche Bank and to Hold from Add
by Morgans. The interim report disappointed Credit
Suisse by some 5%, despite a trading update in
December. Apparently clients have been canceling at
the 11th hour, or make that three minutes before
midnight. CS also observes the company lost three
major clients in 2014. CS analysts suggest it’s best
to remain cautious because of balance sheet gearing,
particularly with EBITDA likely to remain under
pressure. Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform.
Deutsche Bank downgrades near-term earnings
forecasts. Notwithstanding the undemanding 2015
price/earnings ratio, the poor cash generation and
lower earnings means the balance sheet is stretched.
Deutsche Bank downgrades to Hold from Buy. STW
Group’s FY14 results were below Morgans’
expectations, and also below the guidance given in
December. Morgans expects negligible growth in the
next twelve months as the company has a number of
issues to address. These factors do not rate a
positive view from the broker and the stock is
downgraded to Hold from Add.
Super Retail (SUL) downgraded to Hold from Add
by Morgans. Super Retail’s first half results were
slightly above the broker’s expectations. A strategic
review has determined that Ray’s remains an
attractive opportunity in the market, but the Fishing
Camping Outdoors business will be exited in the
second half of FY15. The stock is downgraded to
Hold from Add and the price target raised to $10.24
from $9.24.
Transpacific Industries (TPI) downgraded to
Neutral from Overweight by JP Morgan.
Transpacific’s first half results were below the
broker’s expectations. The Industrials division
appears to be the key area of weakness, with
significant margin compression. JP Morgan
envisages earnings headwinds in the second half,
and reinvestment required in the business is likely to
see minimal free cash flow in the near term. The
broker has downgraded the stock to Neutral from
Overweight and lowered the price target to 83c from
97c.
UGL (UGL) downgraded to Sell from Neutral by
Citi. The broker observes the first half results were
complicated by the DTZ inclusion and impairments
were larger than expected. Citi notes revenue
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guidance and underlying second half earnings are
broadly unchanged. The broker re-bases FY16 and
FY17 forecasts lower. The company’s risk profile has
changed with the smaller balance sheet but the
broader effect of potential contract loses from fixed
price large project work is amplified in the smaller
group. This is Citi’s impression of the first half.
Revenue visibility is good but, for the time being,
profit visibility is poor. Downgrade to Sell from
Neutral. Target is reduced to $1.73 from $2.66.

Earnings Forecast

Westfield Corp (WFD) downgraded to Hold from
Buy by Deutsche Bank. 2014 results were in line.
Operational metrics are strong and development
activity is ramping up in line with Deutsche Bank’s
expectations. The main take on the results
commentary was the shift in the likelihood of joint
ventures on major projects. Westfield now seems
unlikely to sell down stakes in the World Trade Centre
and Century City developments to institutions.
Deutsche Bank downgrades to Hold from Buy, with
the stock now trading in line with valuation and the
likely earnings upside from any sell down on
developments diminished. Target is raised to $10.06
from $9.67.
WorleyParsons (WOR) downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform by Credit Suisse. First half results
were in line. Credit Suisse was unimpressed by the
lack of a buy-back announcement while poor cash
flow remains a concern. The broker notes gearing is
still at the lower end of target but remains baffled by
WorleyParsons preference for acquisitions. With the
prospect of further pain from a lower oil price still to
come, the broker downgrades to Neutral from
Outperform. Target is lowered to $10 from $11. See
also WOR upgrade.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Xero (XRO) downgraded to Neutral from
Outperform by Credit Suisse. The company has
announced an equity raising of NZ$147.2m, at a good
price in the broker’s view. This gives the company
time to get its US and UK operations in the right
frame but Credit Suisse does not believe this will be
straightforward or quick. Once the market response to
the deal has played out, the April customer numbers
in the US are likely to be the next critical catalyst.
With less upside now to the target, reduced to
NZ$26.30 from NZ$27.00, the broker downgrades to
Neutral from Outperform.
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The right international exposure and how to get
there
by Ron Bewley
Last month, I wrote that I was happy with my 18%
international exposure in my SMSF as a
stepping-stone to a more substantial holding. Since
then, I have built models to help me work out what
that optimal exposure should be for me. After
discussing the results, I will then comment on how I
plan to get there.

Chart 1: 12-month-ahead forecasts of volatility

In classic tradition, the optimal allocation across asset
classes is achieved by combining forecasts of
expected returns, volatilities and correlations in an
optimiser. The outcome is the best risk-adjusted
return portfolio for a given cash rate.
I start by considering only two assets: domestic
equities (represented by ASX 200) and US equities
(represented by S&P 500) but valued in Australian
dollars. In that sense, the international exposure is
unhedged. I personally choose to use the iShares
ETF, IVV, to make my international investments.
Unhedged means that the S&P 500 return –
expressed in $US – will be increased when the $A
depreciates against the $US and vice versa.
I used the same volatility forecasting method I use in
my domestic equity sectoral allocations and share
portfolios for both indexes. I show my rolling volatility
forecasts for 12-months ahead for both of the ASX
200 and the S&P 500 in Chart 1 to the end of 2014.
The essence of the model is that volatility is assumed
to go through periods of stability – but this ‘mean’
occasionally shifts to a new regime – and sometimes
sharply. Recently, the ASX 200 has been stable and
a little less volatile than the US index – but
sometimes in the past, the deviations have been quite
large. The Woodhall methodology paper under the
Market Updates tab on www.woodhall.com.au gives
more details for both returns and volatilities forecasts.

Source: Thomson Reuters and Woodhall Investment
Research
My January 1 estimates for yield from Thomson
Reuters data were 2.2% for the S&P 500 and 4.8%
for the ASX 200. When franking credits are included
for an Aussie SMSF in pension mode, my total
returns forecasts, including dividends, franking credits
and capital gains, for 2015 were 9.6% for Wall Street
and 11.1% for the ASX 200. Since my broker-based
forecasts for both are cast in their local currencies, I
am implicitly assuming that the $A will not change
over the course of the year ahead.
Since the forecast correlation between the two
indexes is only 0.21, there is ample scope to gain
from diversifying across both indexes. The ASX 200
gets a 70% share and the S&P 500 gets 30% in the
best risk-adjusted return portfolio.
The expected portfolio return is a simple weighted
average of the two expected returns and is equal to
10.7% in this case. But there are some nice gains to
be had in lowering expected volatility. The portfolio is
expected to have a volatility of 8.2% against 9.6% for
the ASX 200 and 11.8% for the unhedged S&P 500.
Note that 8% was the level of volatility over the ‘quiet
days’ of 2003 – 2005 on the ASX 200.
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If a depreciation of 10% in the $A were to be
expected over 2015 – and many analysts expect that
or more – the optimal allocation changes to 37% ASX
200 and 63% S&P 500. Currency forecasts are
notoriously difficult to make and a no-change forecast
is often thought to be about as good as one can do
on average. However, from a risk perspective, I
assume that a depreciation of the $A against the
greenback is more likely than an appreciation.
Therefore, I will err towards a higher exposure to
international than my no-change calculations of 30%.
But I will not go anywhere near the full way to 63%. If,
at some point, I feel that the $A might start to
appreciate, I would change my exposure to a hedged
ETF, such as iShares’ IHVV, as I wouldn’t want the
appreciation to erode any gains on the S&P 500.
More likely is to keep the aggregate exposure of IVV
and IHVV constant but change the balance of the two
international ETFs.
In related work, I found that I could not justify a
broader international exposure than just to the S&P
500. I found that the Rest of the World attracted a
zero weight using my assumptions and reasonable
variations from them. So my new target IVV exposure
is 30% ‘or more’. At a current 18% IVV exposure, I
have a long way to go even to get to 30%! However,
data from January 1st 2015 shows me that I didn’t
lose much by my tardiness. The S&P 500 has been
relatively flat so far for 2015 and the $A has not fallen
a lot. The ASX 200 is well ahead over this period and
my domestic portfolio is well ahead of the ASX 200.
Even had I been losing from not moving quicker, I am
in favour of taking measured steps rather than
jumping in with both feet.
Next month I will look at the broad sectors of the ASX
200 – and update you on how my internationalisation
is going.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Energy picks: Santos and Oil Search
by Tony Featherstone
Are energy stocks good value or a dangerous value
trap? That question is testing contrarians who see
obvious value in beaten-up oil and gas stocks and are
hunting for signs that the worst is over. The latest
profit-reporting season gave hope, but it all depends
on oil-price assumptions.
Morningstar, for example, has a US$100 a barrel
forecast for Brent oil from 2018. Macquarie Equities
Research assumes US$87.50 for Brent in 2017. The
spot price is $US59.78. If these and other brokers are
right, the energy sector looks reasonable value.
After savage price falls, 37 energy stocks that
Morningstar analyses globally had a five-star rating in
January 2015, meaning they were significantly
undervalued. The median energy stock covered
traded 27% below fair value and Morningstar said
energy was “the cheapest sector”.
Macquarie said in February the four energy majors –
Woodside Petroleum, Santos, Oil Search and Beach
Energy – traded an at an average 16% discount to
net asset value. It had an outperform call on Santos,
Oil Search and Beach Energy, and was neutral on
Woodside.
Consensus analyst forecasts show broking firms
lifting valuations on the largest energy stocks.
Woodside’s consensus price target of $38.68
compares with recent trades around $35. Santos’s
$10.20 consensus target compares with a $7.89
share price. Oil Search’s $9.33 consensus price
target compares with its $8.16 price, and Beach is
trading below the $1.20 consensus target.
On that basis, the market believes the four energy
majors are trading 10-20% below their fair value.
Long-term investors, such as Self-Managed
Superannuation Trustees, could capitalise on price
weakness and buy, provided they have at least a 3 to
5-year view.

Those with a shorter investment horizon need to be
cautious. The energy sector has a difficult few years
ahead, as the oil supply adjusts to a lower price. Oil
will eventually recover, as lower supply and firming
demand drive prices higher. But forecasts of a
sharply higher oil price (compared with the spot price)
have a high degree of uncertainty.
A big unknown is how quickly developed nations
move to a more energy-efficient future. This trend is
become more pronounced in the energy sector as
energy-saving appliances and energy-conscious
consumers use less electricity and gas.
What will happen to the oil companies when electric
and/or driverless cars become a bigger reality in the
next five years? Ford Motor Co. CEO Mark Fields
predicted in January that a major carmaker would
produce a self-driving vehicle within five years.
Nobody knows how these trends will play out, or how
they will affect energy producers. My point is that
long-range forecasts for oil, based on traditional
supply-and-demand metrics have a higher degree of
forecasting error, in part because of the disruptive
effect of technology on energy consumption –
something few analysts seem to consider.
Long-term investors, who buy energy stocks on the
basis of oil quickly recovering to trend prices, could
be in for a shock: the odds favour lower energy prices
for longer.
Woodside lacks appeal at current price
Forming a macro view on oil and listening to analyst
views is important. But it’s always better to analyse
companies from the ground up and analyse their
guidance comments. The four energy majors mostly
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reported in line with market expectations – a solid
rather than spectacular effort.

Santos looks better

Woodside Petroleum reported record full-year net
profit of US$2.4 billion for 2014, up 38% on the
previous year, a touch higher than the consensus
forecast of $2.38 billion.

The energy giant posted net profit of $533 million for
2014, broadly in line with consensus forecasts. It was
a reasonable result: production rose 6% to 54.1
million barrels of oil equivalent, a five-year high, and
there were significant cost and efficiency gains.

It was a reasonable result: production rose 9% to 95
million barrels of oil equivalent, thanks to a full year of
production at the Vincent FPSO asset, higher
reliability at the Pluto and North West Shelf assets,
and less impact from cyclones. A 13% increase in the
average realised price for Woodside’s oil production
underpinned higher earnings.
Woodside’s 2015 guidance was 84-91 million barrels
and it said a US$1 decrease in the Brent oil price
would reduce net profit by US$25 million. That’s
okay, but Woodside’s big problems remains; short
reserves life and a declining production profile in
coming years.
It’s hard to get excited about Woodside at these
levels, even though it has the balance-sheet strength
to mop up weakened companies and reinvigorate its
growth profile. Investors seeking large-cap oil
exposure might find better value with European
majors Royal Dutch Shell and BP Plc.
Chart 1: Woodside Petroleum

Santos’s 2015 production guidance was unchanged
at 57-64 million barrels of oil. The giant Gladstone
Liquified Natural Gas project is more than 90%
complete and the first gas is expected in the second
half of 2015. The Papua New Guinea LNG project,
delivered ahead of schedule last year and producing
above expectations, will also drive higher output next
year.
As production rises, capital expenditure and operating
costs will fall. Santos forecasts its 2015 capital
investment will be 44% below that of 2014. It is
targeting a 10% drop in the cost of each barrel of oil,
as it freezes staff numbers and pushes for bigger
savings from suppliers.
There’s a lot to like about Santos at the current price.
Gas is one of the fast-growing energy segments,
Santos is well-positioned with a large base of proven
resources and reserves, and a significant amount of
capital expenditure is behind it.
Macquarie Equities Research has an outperform
recommendation and a $12 price target for Santos,
implying a total return in 12 months of around 50%.
Morningstar has a buy recommendation and $18 fair
value, although that depends on the US$100 oil price
being achieved in the next few years. Using a US$60
oil price, Santos’s fair value is $10, says
Morningstar.
At $7.89, the expected yield, fully franked, is almost
4% in FY15.

Source: ASX
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Chart 2: Santos

However, caution is needed: Oil Search has higher
risk than other energy majors, principally because its
key assets are in PNG. Country risk and
commodity-price risk, if the oil slide continues are
significant potential sources of volatility. But Oil
Search has shown it can manage both risks well and
has strong leverage to the oil price’s gradual
recovery.
Chart 3: Oil Search

Source: ASX
Oil Search has long-term appeal
With Santos, Oil Search looks the pick of the energy
stocks. Underlying net profit of $483 million for FY14
was 135% up on the previous year, just ahead of
market expectation. A final ordinary dividend of US8
cents and US4 cent special dividend was a highlight.
It was a good result.
The successful delivery of the flagship PNG LNG
project last year helped lift production from 6.7 million
barrels of oil equivalent to 19.3 million barrels. Oil
Search is targeting production of 26-28 million barrels
in 2015, with about two-thirds from its PNG LNG
Project.
Like other energy producers, it is rapidly adapting to
lower oil prices. It wants to cut around 20% from
production costs and planned capital expenditure in
2015. Higher production, lower operating costs, and
potential to expand the PNG LNG project and
Elk/Antelope fields bode well for Oil Search in 2015.
After falling from 52-week high of $9.88 to $8.16, Oil
Search looks undervalued. Four of seven brokers in
consensus analysis have a strong buy
recommendation. Three have a hold.

Source: ASX
Beach Energy in value territory
The Adelaide-based producer has slumped from a
52-week high of $1.82 to $1.09, hampered by the
falling oil price and negative sentiment towards
energy stocks. Its principal producing assets are in
the Cooper and Eromanga Basins in SA and in Egypt.
Beach reported underlying net profit of $72.4 million
for the first half of FY15, down from $158.1 million a
year earlier and below analyst forecasts. Lower
realised oil prices and lower third-party sales volumes
weighed on the result.
Production of 4.8 million barrels of oil equivalent was
a touch down on the record production in the previous
half. Beach’s FY15 production guidance is 8.9-9.4
million barrels.
Beach revised capital-expenditure guidance from
$450-$500 million in FY15 to $430-$470 million and
continues to find good cost efficiencies in the
business.
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Like Oil Search, Beach is trading below the
consensus analyst estimate of fair value, but comes
with higher risk. Over the years, it has created
significant value in trading assets – a strategy that
may prove harder in a low oil-price environment.
Assets in shale oil and in northern Africa, and
Beach’s reliance on exploration success add to the
risk profile.
Still, Beach has a healthy balance sheet, good cash
flow, long-life resources and reserves and is well run.
It also has strong potential from unconventional
energy assets.
At $1.09 a share, Beach has attractions, although on
a risk-adjusted basis it does not look as compelling
for long-term portfolio investors as Santos.
Chart 4: Beach Energy

Source: ASX
Tony Featherstone is a former managing editor of
BRW and Shares magazines. This column does not
imply stock recommendations. Readers should do
further research of their own or talk to their adviser
before acting on themes in this article. All prices and
analysis at February 28, 2015
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Domino’s, Ramsay, QBE among earnings season
standouts
by James Dunn
With the interim reporting season virtually wrapped
up, most analysts view the overall results as better
than expected.
Shane Oliver, head of investment strategy and chief
economist at AMP Capital, says 66% of companies
have lifted profits from a year ago, while 55% of
results have beaten expectations (against a “norm”
of 45% for a reporting season). Importantly, in a
low-yield environment, 62% of companies increased
their dividends.
The major themes to emerge from the season came
as little surprise: resources producers and mining
services companies continue to find business tough,
while there was reasonable growth shown by the rest
of the market, helped by an ongoing focus on cost
control.
The interim season did little to change broad earnings
expectations for the full financial year, which are for a
flat earnings performance. For the full-year, resources
profits are seen as falling by about 20%, but this is
expected to be offset by the banks delivering profit
growth of about 8%, and the industrial stocks
boosting profits by about 10%.
Broker Citi identifies one worrying statistic from the
recent season: it says earnings downgrades for the
full-year outweighed upgrades, with 25% of
companies in its coverage sample reducing their
forecasts for 2014-15, compared to 18% pushing
guidance higher.

chalice, but it is very hard to argue with the numbers
that Don Meij and his team are generating from their
business, on the back of digital innovation and a
booming business in Japan.
For the December 2014 half-year, revenue surged
29.5% to $346.6 million, while net profit jumped 44%
to a record $29.1 million, better than market
expectations. Domino’s lifted its interim dividend by
6.9 cents, or 39%, to 24.6 cents a share.
Australia/New Zealand same-store sales rose by
10.6%, in Europe the rise was 7.5%, while Japan
registered 1.2% growth (but Japan showed 16%
growth in total, and a record sales month in
December 2014). Return on equity was 20.9%.
On the back of the strong result, Domino’s upgraded
its full-year profit growth guidance: the company had
told the market to expect 25% net profit growth for the
full-year – it has lifted that to 32.5%.
Domino’s opened a record 92 stores in the half, and
expects to exceed this number in the second half.
That will take it past 1,500 stores.
The only problem with Domino’s Pizza’s shares is
that they are expensive – particularly after jumping
22% on the release of the result. On full-year FY15
analysts’ consensus numbers, DMP is priced at 50
times expected earnings, and a dividend yield of
1.7%. It’s no wonder that the analysts’ consensus
target price is 5.6% lower than the current share
price.

Here are some of the standout performers that caught
our eye from the interim season:
Domino’s Pizza (DMP)
Domino’s Pizza is riding high on its status as a
market darling, which is sometimes a poisoned
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Domino’s Pizza (DMP)

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 2 March 2015
Ramsay Health Care (RHC)
The private hospital operator beat expectations on
revenue, which rose 42% to $3.3 billion, and interim
net profit, which increased 21% to $191.4 million. On
what the company calls a “core net profit” basis
(which removes one-off items), net profit rose 19% to
$204.4 million. The interim dividend of 40.5 cents a
share was up 6.5 cents, or 19.1%, on last year.
Ramsay also boosted its full-year guidance, saying it
expected to lift core net profit by 18%–20% at the
full-year, up from 14%–16% previously.
All parts of Ramsay’s business performed well as
well, and the company got the first profit contribution
from its French hospital business General de Sante,
the largest private hospital operator in the country (a
Ramsay-led joint venture took control in October
2014.) The company has positioned itself superbly for
the growing “thematic” trend of rising demand for
healthcare.
Like Domino’s, Ramsay has pushed into expensive
territory: on analysts’ consensus forecasts, it is
trading on a prospective price/earnings (P/E) ratio of
33.7 times earnings, and dividend yield of 1.5%.
Ramsay Health Care (RHC)

QBE Insurance (QBE)
Insurance heavyweight QBE was one of the minority
of companies that reported full year (calendar 2014)
results in the season, and it brought out an excellent
result, a $US742 million full-year profit – which
represents a $US1 billion dollar turnaround from the
$US254 million loss recorded in 2013. QBE’s
performance was all the more meritorious given a 6%
fall in revenue to $US18.2 billion, on the back of what
the company describes as “economic headwinds,”
including the strengthening US dollar, and a 9% fall in
gross written premium, to US$16.3 billion. The
full-year dividend was boosted by 5 cents, or 16%, to
37 Australian cents a share.
Investors also liked the improvements in the
insurance profit margin, at 7.6% versus 5.5% in 2013,
and the combined operating ratio, at 96.1% compared
to 97.8% in 2013. (The insurance margin is the critical
driver of an insurance company’s profit: it measures
the company’s profit – which comes both from
underwriting profit and the investment income earned
on claims reserves – as a proportion of its net earned
premium. The combined operating ratio (COR) shows
the percentage of premiums received that are paid
out in claims and expenses.)
QBE shares rose 7% on the back of the result – even
though it actually came in short of analysts’
expectations – but the company knows that it needs
to make further improvements in these key
measurements for an insurance company. The
market would ultimately like to see an insurance profit
margin in the mid-to-high teens, and a COR in the low
90s. But the deteriorating trend has been arrested. In
2015, QBE is targeting gross written premium of
$US15.5 billion–$US15.9 billion, net earned premium
of $US12.6 billion–$US13 billion, a COR of 94%–95%
and an insurance profit margin of 8.5%–10%. QBE
says it is being conservative with those estimates,
after a couple of years of disappointing the market.
With the market not fully convinced, analysts still think
there is some upside in the QBE price: the consensus
target price is $13.57, or 4.5% above the present
level. The most bullish broker, Morgan Stanley, sees
the stock at $14.50.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 2 March 2015
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QBE Insurance (QBE)

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 2 March 2015
Honourable mentions also go to mining giant Rio
Tinto (RIO) and Qantas Airways (QAN). Another
full-year reporter, Rio Tinto excelled, defying the
slump in iron ore and coal prices to lift its net profit by
78%, to $US6.5 billion dollars, and lift its full-year
dividend by 23 US cents, or 12%, to $US2.15 a
share. Rio also announced a $US2 billion share
buyback.
Qantas certainly impressed with the size of its
turnaround, turning a $235 million net loss at the
December 2013 half-year (on the way to a 2.8 billion
net loss for the year) into a $203 million net profit for
the December 2014 half-year, beating its own
guidance. The result was the best first-half result
since 2010 and the first half-year profit since 2012.
But despite the thumping return to profitability, there
was no interim dividend, and the company elected not
to provide full-year profit guidance, citing the high
degree of volatility in economic conditions, fuel prices,
and foreign exchange rates.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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How high can Sydney property prices go?
by Staff Reporter
The capital city auction market is delivering the best
results seen in five years, according to research
house, CoreLogic RP Data.
Weekly clearance rate, combined capital cities

Sydney forecasts – will it be another stellar year?
There are many differences among the experts
regarding Sydney’s expected level of price growth in
2015.
In the Domain Property Guide 2015, NAB forecasts
4.7% price growth, while AMP’s chief economist
Shane Oliver expects levels no higher than 8%. On
the more bullish end of the property spectrum is SQM
Research’s MD Louis Christopher, who predicts
much higher levels of 8% to 12%. “I see no reason
why it is going to go lower than 8%,” he says.

At the weekend, the preliminary weighted average
clearance rate was 77.1% across the capital cities,
compared to 77.3% last week and 70.2% this time
last year.

McGrath’s chief executive John McGrath says
double-digit growth would probably require a
correction, and expects no more than 7-8% growth
this 12-month period.

Sydney remains an untouchable force in the national
property market, bringing in a preliminary clearance
rate of 82.8% this week, compared to 86.2% last
week. This week marks Sydney’s fourth consecutive
week of clearance rates over the 80% mark.

The best places to invest in 2015

Melbourne’s clearance rate was up this week at
76.5%, compared to 75.8% last week.
Capital city auction statistics

Property expert Margaret Lomas says that you should
beware the hottest market that is Sydney, and
recommends looking for those markets that are likely
to boom next.
She suggests South East Queensland as a good spot
to buy into at a great price today to secure a solid
growth trajectory.
“I like those which are the present recipient of
massive transport infrastructure upgrades, and
creation of improved employment opportunities.
These areas include the Logan and Upper Mount
Gravatt areas to the south of Brisbane, and much of
the Moreton Bay Shire to the north, focusing on the
coastal areas of Redcliffe, Margate and Kippa-Ring.”
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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